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Online Greek tutors & teachers for private lessons
Looking for an online Greek tutor? Preply is the leading online language learning platform worldwide. You can choose from 252 Greek teachers with an average rating of 4.96 out of 5 stars given by 2967 customers. Book a lesson with a private Greek teacher today and start learning. Not entirely happy with your tutor? No worries, Preply offers free tutor replacement till you're 100% satisfied. Browse online Greek classes and courses.

Read more

Get a personalized choice of tutors by answering a few quick questions

Get started

Choose by myself from 252 tutors
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I want to learn

Price per lesson$1 – $40+



Country of birthAny country



I'm availableAny time





Specialties
Also speaks
Native speaker
Super Tutor

Sort by: Our top picks






Filters

252 Greek teachers available
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Natasa C.
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Super Tutor


5

7  reviews
$
22


50-min lesson









	Greek





20 active students

•297 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1




Certified tutor with 13 years of experience Hello everyone! My name is Natasa and I am from Cyprus. I am a certified Greek native teacher, with over 13 years of experience. I also teach Ancient Greek, History and Latin.
I love to read books, watch movies, and dance. Reading is a wonderful way to relax and escape into another world, while movies allow us to express different cultures and learn new things.

Why choose Natasa C."Natasa is a great teacher in terms of communication and ability to explain everything in a clear manner. I like that our lessons bring me both joy and knowledge. Thank you!"
[image: Elizaveta]Elizaveta
November 7, 2023








Read more
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Athina L.
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New
tutor


$
19


50-min lesson









	Greek





2 active students

•9 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1
Certified Greek language teacher with innovative and effective teaching methods. Hello to everyone! I am Athina, I am a Greek teacher and I work in a Public School in Greece. I have been working for the last 5 years with students from 5 to 15 years old. I focus on learning through play and discovery learning. I have very good knowledge of technology and I use it in the course process.





Read more
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Maria S.
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New
tutor


$
25


50-min lesson









	Greek





2 active students

•1 lesson



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1
Greek classes online
Griechische Kurse online Hey,
my name is Maria and I come from Greece. At the moment I live in a yurt, in a place with caravans, where more people live.
I offer greek classes online for any level. I focus on the needs of each student and try to make each class interesting. German students are also welcome.






Read more
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Αφροδίτη Κ.
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Super Tutor


5

9  reviews
$
24


50-min lesson









	Greek





18 active students

•261 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1
Certified tutor with experience in adult learning and lifelong education. Hello! My name is Afrodite and I am 24 years old.
I have a Bachelor's degree in Social and Educational policies and I am a -certified- adult educator.
This March I will begin my Master's in Technologies for online learning.
I have also taken classes on teaching greek as a foreign language. 


Why choose Αφροδίτη Κ."Afroditi pleasant to talk to. I'm learning the language from scratch and it's pretty easy for me to learn with Afroditi. Thank you very much I will definitely continue learning
"
[image: Lena]Lena
January 18, 2024








Read more
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Send message
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Ioannis T.
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Super Tutor


5

2  reviews
$
16


50-min lesson









	Greek





8 active students

•78 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)


Special Education tutor ready to teach you greek language! Hello! My name is Ioannis. I've studied Speech Therapy in Ioannina, Greece and completed a master degree in Writing and Speech Disorders also in Greece. Currently, my main occupation is speech therapist, working mainly with children and teenagers. I'm looking forward to meeting you and starting your journey in greek language together.  


Why choose Ioannis T."Ioannis is excellent tutor, very professional and well prepared, makes custom lessons according to my needs and creates encouraging atmosphere. Lessons are very interesting, have a good structure and he launches straight into conversation. Easy communication as his English is perfect!"
[image: Zorka]Zorka
January 23, 2024
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Alexios A.
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5

8  reviews
$
30


50-min lesson









	Greek





11 active students

•156 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)


🌟 Embark on a Greek Odyssey! Learn Greek with Passion and Purpose 🇬🇷 🌟 Learn Greek with a Passionate Educator! 🌟
Hello, prospective Greek language learners!
I'm Alex from Athens and I'm thrilled to be your guide on this exciting journey of learning Greek. I am not your typical language teacher. My background in education and a love for empowering individuals to excel in communication has taken me on a diverse and exhilarating path.

Why choose Alexios A."this lesson was like a million smiles, I got back on my feet without coffee :) Tatiana"
[image: Tina]Tina
February 1, 2024
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Book trial lesson
Send message
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Thanasis M.
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4.9

26  reviews
$
29


50-min lesson









	Greek





6 active students

•2,092 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1
Do you feel nervous trying to speak to native Greek speakers?  I am Thanasis and my passion is to help people improve their speaking skills and talk in Greek with confidence. - Do you feel nervous trying to speak to native Greek speakers? 
- Do you struggle to use the correct grammar and put the words together?
I am Thanasis from Greece and my passion is to help people improve their speaking skills so that they talk in Greek with confidence.


Why choose Thanasis M."Thanasis is an excellent tutor with excellent resources available for students to practice between lessons. Would recommend to anyone! "
[image: Tom]Tom
September 20, 2018
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Marina K.
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5

3  reviews
$
12


50-min lesson









	Greek





6 active students

•13 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+1
Let's explore, learn, be curious and be better! Hello my name is Marina, I'm 29 and i teach the past five years in schools in Sweden.
I love to share knowledge and see people learn and get better.
In my time i love to bike, do yoga and meet my friends at the cinema. 
I have more less 5 years teaching experience.

Why choose Marina K."Marina is a wonderful teacher. She is not only nice and kind, but she is also very helpful. Her explanations are clear and easy to understand. I particularly appreciate how structured and well-prepared her lessons are, and how she tailors each lesson to my individual needs. I would highly recommend Marina to anyone looking to enhance their Greek skills. Ευχαριστώ πολύ!"
[image: Franziska]Franziska
March 4, 2024
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Dimitris B.
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5

5  reviews
$
15


50-min lesson









	Greek





7 active students

•493 lessons



Speaks 




	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)


Greek Tutor with more than a year of experience! 📌Hello! I'm dimitris and I was born in Athens Greece! 🇬🇷 I've loved learning new languages and exploring new cultures since I started learning english when I was around 6 years old and I'd love to share that passion with you!
📌Currently studying Philosophy, Ancient Greek and I am also a part of a teaching course in my university as well!


Why choose Dimitris B."Amazing teacher! Very positive, explains the material well and makes lessons very fun, enjoyable and exciting!
10/10 Totally recommend :)"
[image: Danil]Danil
June 28, 2022
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Irene B.
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4.9

43  reviews
$
30


50-min lesson









	Greek


+1






17 active students

•2,835 lessons



Speaks 	Greek (Native), 
	English (Proficient)

+3


Certified language and culture teacher with bachelor's and master's degree in Language and Literature Hello everyone,
Γεια σε όλους και σε όλες σας.
Hola a todos y a todas.
Who is interested in having interesting lessons with a tutor who loves education, teaching and sharing stories? 
If the answer is You, then you found Me.
My name is Irene and I love teaching children, teenagers and adults, as ...

Why choose Irene B."Irene has a great energy! Always accommodating and kind. She finds a good learning pace that works for you and adapts to your needs. I feel comfortable asking questions and really enjoy the lessons! Highly recommend learning greek with Irene. "
[image: grace]grace
June 26, 2020
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How Preply works
1. Find the best Greek tutor

Choose from over 252 Greek tutors. Use filters to narrow your search and find the perfect fit.


2. Book your first lesson

Find the perfect time in your schedule and connect with your tutor in our virtual classroom.


3. Subscribe and learn regularly

Get a subscription and build a learning habit! You can also try another tutor for free to be sure about your choice.






Why Preply is the best site to learn greek online

5
/5


greek tutors with an average rating of 5 and up to 83 reviews

3
 languages


Our greek tutors speak on average 3 different languages

2
h


Our greek tutors on average answer students in 2 hours




Greek language specialties
	Business Greek tutors
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Learn with online courses
	Learn Greek online
	Online Greek classes
	Online English classes
	Online French classes
	Online Spanish classes

Discover new language subjects
	Armenian tutors
	Ancient Greek tutors
	Pashto tutors
	Medical English tutors
	American Accent tutors

Learn another language
	Gujarati tutors
	Thai tutors
	Luganda tutors
	Maori tutors
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	Chinese tutors
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	Репетиторы греческого
	Online Yunanca kursu
	Griechisch-Privatunterricht
	Profesores de griego online
	Apprendre le grec en ligne
	Griekse les online
	Aulas de grego online
	Corsi di greco
	Lekcje greckiego online





Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about Greek language




🌏 Where is Greek spoken?



Greek is the official language of Greece and Cyprus and spoken in 14 other countries.


 







📅 How long does it take to learn Greek?



Learning Greek takes around 44 weeks or 1,100 hours. Studying with an online Greek tutor will help speed up the process. It will be easier to learn Greek if you already speak a similar language, like Georgian.


 







🎓 What are the most popular Greek tests?



The Certificate of Attainment in the Greek Language Level A2, awarded by the General Secretariat for Lifelong Learning, is a prerequisite to obtaining long-term resident status in Greece, according to the Greek Legislation for the Certification System. Otherwise, for your own purposes, you could also take the Official ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) to see how far you've come from working with a Preply Greek teacher.


 







🧑🏻🤝🧑🏿 How many people speak Greek?



Studying Greek puts you closer to having 25 million new friends, with 13.4 million being native speakers.
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